Engaging with UNV: How to register in the
UNV candidate pool

Based on the Description of Assignment, UNV searches its candidate pool for profiles matching the requirements listed therein. Therefore, the first step you need to take in order to be considered as an international UN Volunteer is to register your profile in our candidate pool.

Organizations requesting the services of an international UN Volunteer prepare a Description of Assignment which specifies the tasks to be performed by the UN Volunteer as well as the skills and competencies required for the assignment. Based on the Description of Assignment, UNV searches its candidate pool for profiles matching the requirements listed therein. Therefore, the first step you need to take in order to be considered as an international UN Volunteer is to register your profile in our candidate pool. UNV has specific criteria for candidates to be considered as potential international UN Volunteers. Only once you have met these, can you be considered for volunteering assignments ranging from one to maximum four years.
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